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Mainstreet
slated for
Wednesday

A common
read for
freshmen

Staff Report

The University Chronicle would
like to apologize for its misprint
in last week’s edition. A different
article appeared under this title.
This is the correct story.
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

)TTÅZ[\aMIZ[\]LMV\[IZM\ISQVO
part in the new Common Reading
Program being implemented at
SCSU this year.
When new students visited for
Advising and Registration Days,
they received more than a print-off
of their class schedule. First Year
and Transition Programs gave
every new student a copy of “The
Absolutely True Story of a Parttime Indian,” by Sherman Alexie,
the book being used for the reading
program.
“We are jumping on board
_Q\P\PM\ZMVLQVÅZ[\aMIZXZWgramming,” said Christine Metzo,
assistant director of First Year and
Transition Programs. Metzo, along
with faculty, staff, students and
community members have helped
kick-start the Common Reading
Program at SCSU.
“The purpose of the program
is to give students an academic
transition experience that’s a
shared intellectual experience, part
of their orientation, and also part
WN \PMQZÅZ[\aMIZKTI[[M[º5M\bW
said.
From Residential Life to English 191, different programs and
courses will be implemented by a
variety of departments on campus,
all sharing a common thread: the
chosen book.
Metzo said choosing a book
that could sustain multiple programs, curricula and discussions
throughout the year was an extensive process.
The more than 20-member
book selection committee was
formed and comprised faculty, staff
and students. With a list of about
60 books which had been recommended, the committee came up
with criteria to help narrow down
the selection.
“We designated three criteria
that the books had to meet to make
\PMÅZ[\K]\º5M\bW[IQL¹<PMa
had to align with the expressed
learning outcome for the University, so the four pillars that President Potter had spoken about in his
January Convocation Address.”
Those four pillars are community engagement, active learning,
sustainability, and globalization.
“The book had to align with at
least one of those expressed learning outcomes,” Metzo said. “It had
to foster interdisciplinary thought
or work among faculty and it had
to be readable.”
The list of books was then
narrowed down to about 14 titles.
Some time was given to the committee members, so each person
could read a few of the books.
Metzo said some were able to read
every single book.
“We narrowed it down to a top
Å^MI\_PQKPXWQV\1KQZK]TI\MLI
request for feedback from faculty,
staff and students of the University, and also into the community,”

6HHCommon Read/Page
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Law enforcement agencies handed out 114 fewer citations than last year’s move-in day.

Fewer citations issued
over move-in weekend
Kyra Loch
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Move-in weekend 2011 has come and gone and
SCSU students have settled in to begin their fall
semester.
While SCSU’s move-in weekend has a reputation
for many parties and heavy drinking, this year was
much calmer than the past.
Move-in weekend 2011 saw a decrease in citations over last year.
“We were pleased,” said Chief Dennis Ballantine
of the St. Cloud Police Department. “Between the
police staff and the city and the university, we saw
positive results.”
The St. Cloud Police cited 196 people last
Saturday; 40 percent of those citations were SCSU
students.
The number of citations was down from last
year, when 240 people were cited.
Of those citations, 76 were for underage consumption, 122 were for open container violations,
eight were for urinating in public, and seven were for
disorderly conduct.
The number of charges was also down from last
year. 2010 saw 310 charges against people during
move-in weekend, where this year only 286 were

Johnny Holm back again

The mall and walkways outside
of Atwood Memorial Center will
JMÅTTML_Q\PW^MZ[\]LMV\
organizations, campus services and
community connections, showcasing their events and activities this
Wednesday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
“Mainstreet is an annual event
held in the fall each year,” said Nathaniel Schultz, program adviser
for student organizations in the
Department of Campus Involvement.
Thousands of students, staff
and faculty attend this major event
each year.
“This event is an opportunity
for new and returning students to
explore what the university has
to offer,” Schultz said, “Students
can learn about services available
to them, different organizations
on campus, large scale events
throughout the year, and opportunities for civic engagement and
service learning.”
Students and visitors can learn
about the kind of activities that
different organizations are able to
provide, in regard to each individual’s interests.
Live entertainment, giveaways,
food and more make this event
social as well as informational.
“Mainstreet is roughly comprised of 150 student organizations, 40 community partners, 30
campus services and 10 corporate
sponsors,” Schultz said.
The sign-up process is rather
different this year as compared to
many previous years as the entire
process is done online by students
and community groups, via the
Department of Campus Involvement website.
“Additionally, there will be
roughly 20 groups performing on
our main stage this year,” Schultz
said.
Before joining an organization,
students are welcome to contact
the Department of Campus In^WT^MUMV\\WÅVLW]\QN \PMWZOInization they are interested in is in
good standing with the university.
Among all the organizations,
some are exclusively reconized

6HHMainstreet/Page

Farmers’
Market to
start on
Monday

charged.
“It went very well,” Miles Heckendorn, director
of Public Safety at SCSU, said. “The cooperation
and assistance from all the different campus departments and the community was great.”
Both the police staff and Public Safety anticipated problems with the roundabout construction going
on at Fifth Avenue and University Drive.
;I\]ZLIa¼[\ZINÅKÆW__MV\[UWW\PTaL]M\WILLQtional informative signs around the area and detours.
“We were pleasantly surprised,” Ballantine said.
Public Safety did not receive any reports of any
move-in-related injuries.
“Usually we get one or two injury reports of a
dad hurting himself while trying to put carpet in his
daughter’s dorm room, but nothing was reported
this year,” Heckendorn said.
While the day went well, later in the evening was
a different story.
*ITTIV\QVM[IQL\PMLIa_MV\Y]Q\M_MTT#\PM\ZINÅK
ÆW__I[JM\\MZIVL\PMZM_MZMNM_MZXIZ\QM[)[Q\
went into the evening hours, move-in day became
similar to previous years and they had the typical
problems after bar close.
The police department and Public Safety are

Are you craving a fresh, locally
grown fruit or vegetable? Are you
in the mood for some great tasting
food on campus? Is today Monday, August 29th and is the time
between 11 am and 3 pm?
Today (and a handful of days
in September and October) is the
Atwood Memorial Center Community Farmers’ Market.
Perhaps you are a student who

6HHCitations/Page
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Page 9
The Johnny Holm
Band came to perform during kickoff, as they have for
yeears.

Huskies beat Blazers 1-0

Staff Report

Page 13
SCSU soccer beat
the College of St.
Benedict at an
afternoon game on
Sunday.
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Citations
Continued from Page 1
both working on preparations for next year’s move-in
weekend.
Ballantine said he believes they are on the right track.
<PMa_QTTKWV\QV]M\WM`XIVLIVL[\QTTVMMLI[QOVQÅKIV\
IUW]V\WN WNÅKMZ[NWZUW^MQVLIaVM`\aMIZ
Public Safety is doing a survey to see what else can be
improved and what needs to be adjusted.
They are looking to improve on more signage to direct
\ZINÅKIVLXMWXTMIVLIT[WUWZMZILQW[\WTM[[MVKWUU]VQcation issues.
Heckendorn gives credit to pre-planning for the whole
week that everyone did before the weekend.
“It was a good day, and we got a lot of good responses
from students and parents,” Heckendorn said.

“I
t was a good day, and we got
a lot of good responses from students
and parents.”

Miles Heckendorn
director of Public Safety at SCSU

Mainstreet
Continued from Page 1

CHRONICLE FILE PHOTO

Locally grown produce can be bought at the Farmers’ Market.

Farmers’ market
Continued from Page 1

doesn’t know what a farmers market is,
or perhaps you are a member of the community who loves farmers’ markets. Either
way, you are welcome to come to the SCSU
Campus and make your way to Atwood
Memorial Center mall, more commonly
known as the Atwood Mall.
“Atwood Memorial Center Farmers’
Market strives to bring you fresh, healthy,
and locally grown foods,” claims blend central MN’s website.
Atwood Memorial Center Community
Farmers’ Market has been a success the
last few years. It has been known to delight
students and community members alike
with it’s locally grown fruits and vegetables,
locally butchered meats, homemade stews,
fresh baked breads and treats, as well as

giving students an opportunity to eat some
home-style food away from home.
The farmers’ market is free and parking
for community members can be found “on
streets adjacent to campus or a dollar-anhour in the 4th Avenue Parking Ramp,” as
stated on www.stcloudstate.edu.
If you are unable to make it to the
farmers’ market today, Monday the 29th, it
may be a good idea to mark your calendar
for the upcoming farmers’ market dates.
The Atwood Memorial Center Community
Farmers’ Market will be open to the public
September 12, 19, 26, and October 3, 10,
and 17th according to www.blendcentralmn.
org. Keep in mind all of these dates are
Mondays, and the time will always be from
11a.m.-3p.m.

during the annual Outstanding Student Organizations
Awards for their exceptional contributions toward SCSU
and community. Students can read about the recognitions
on the Department of Campus Involvement’s website as
well.
Students are also encouraged to check out the individual
organization’s webpage or Facebook pages to understand
how these organizations can serve their needs and interests.
The Collegiate Link, a social networking site for student
organizations, is another good place to start learning about
\PM[MWZOIVQbI\QWV[¼UQ[[QWV[^Q[QWV[IVLWNÅKMZ[¼KWV\IK\
details.
Some of the groups are interest-based, some academic,
and others are social groups.
To get involved, students should leave their names and
contact information with the respective organizations so
they can be reached for meeting dates and activities.
An information booth will be set up to answer questions
regarding the event and give out maps of where the organizations are located.
¹<PMJMVMÅ\[IZMMVLTM[[;\]LMV\[_QTTJMUWZMI_IZM
of what the campus has to offer,” Schultz said. “Simply put
this is an opportunity… take the opportunity to get out and
get involved.”

“This event is an opportunity

for new and returning students to explore what the university has to offer”
Nathaniel Schultz
program adviser, Department of Campus
Involvement

Events
Calender

Get the scoop on
what’s going on around
campus this week.

Monday
Farmers Market
11a.m.-3p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public. The
event will take place
at the mall outside of
Atwoo. Local farmers
will sell their foods at
this event.
Microsoft Windows
7 Workshop
11a.m.-12p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public. The
workshop provides an
overview of the new
features of Windows 7.

Tuesday
Resumé writing
seminar
12:30p.m.-1:20p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public.
The event will teach
students how to
successfully write a
resumé. The event
will take place at
Centennial Hall, room
207.
Intramural entries
due today
Those interested in
starting an intramural
[XWZ\_QTTPI^M\WÅTT
out their entries and
turn them in at Guest
Services in order to
participate.
D2L one-on-one
consultation
11a.m.-12p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public. The
event is an opportunity
to share issues and
solutions when using
D2L for classes and
work.

Wednesday
Mainstreet
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public.
Mainstreet consists of
a meet-and-greet for
student organizations
and clubs. Mainstreet
will be held at the
Atwood Mall.
Reel ‘Em in! How
to meet people and
build a successful
organization
4p.m.-5:30p.m.
The event is free and
open to the public.
This workshop will
teach people how to
make connections
with people and have
higher attendance in
clubs, organizations or
interests.
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Common Read
Continued from Page 1
Metzo said. “Survey results,
the selection committee got together to discuss the books one last
time and this was the book that
came to the top.”
MariAna Ebenreiter, a student
worker for First Year and Transition Programs, said one aspect she
enjoyed about “The Absolutely
True Story of a Part-time Indian”
was how anyone could read it.
Ebenreiter, a junior at SCSU
and social work major, has been
XMMZUMV\WZQVOIOZW]XWN ÅZ[\
year students taking classes over
the summer. The common read
book is being used for some of
these classes as part of the curriculum.
“I think the book is a really
good way to get students involved
and to really think about the
process of transitioning from high
school into college,” Ebenreiter
said. “The book has really easy
lessons you can learn and it’s
enjoyable to read.”
Outside of the classroom, the
Common Reading Program will

be putting on different events,
community service opportunities,
a lecture series and book discussions throughout the year.
The Common Reading Program is being funded through the
University as a part of the budget
given to the First Year and Transition Programs.
Dr. Tracy Ore, who served
as the Interim Associate Provost
of Undergraduate Education
last year, helped the First Year
IVL<ZIV[Q\QWV8ZWOZIU[WNÅKM
develop the Common Reading
8ZWOZIU\WZMIKPITTÅZ[\aMIZ
students.
“We’ve wanted to have a
OWWLÅZ[\aMIZM`XMZQMVKMNWZITT
students and we’ve tried various
different programs,” Ore said.
“Common reading programs have
been successful at a variety of
universities for giving all students
IKWUUWVTMIZVQVOM`XMZQMVKMI
KWUUWVM`XMZQMVKM\W\ITSIJW]\
with each other, something that
connects them to the university.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF APRWEB.COM

Sherman Alexie is the author of ‘The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian’, the book
chosen for the Common Reading Program.
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Business
%XVLQHVV3URßOH,QYLQFLEOH&RVWXPH
Michael Runyon
NEWS EDITOR

Cartoon characters, Chinese dragons, suits of armor
and classic movie monsters stare down from the ceiling.
Lines of Renaissance-style dresses and coats bedeck the
aisles. The Mad Hatter’s hat sits atop a mannequin’s head
and princess Leia’s belt hangs on the wall of Invincible
Costume.
Invincible has made both dreams and nightmares available for Minnesotans to wear for nearly 30 years. The man
JMPQVL\PMUI[S[IVLW]\Å\[Q[5QKPIMT)VLMZ[WV_PW
has been in the costume business for about 17 years. He
has theater experience ranging from acting, lighting, and
playwrighting on and off since 1977 and holds a degree in
theater from the University of Iowa, which has one of the
three oldest theater departments in the U.S.
“I was going to decide if I was going to graduate school
or not,” Anderson said. “I came up here where my relatives
TQ^MLIVL1ÅO]ZML1¼L\ISMIaMIZWNN1V\PI\aMIZWNN 1OW\I
job at this place and decided I was done with school. I found
out I liked dressing people funny. They wanted to sell the
place and I bought it, so here I am.”
1V\PMUWLMZV_WZTLWN QV[\IV\OZI\QÅKI\QWVIVLPQOP
speed entertainment only a click away, it’s easy to overlook
the details that make the difference from ordinary to special.

Nearly everything in the back and basement of Invincible,
some 7,000 costumes, is handmade.
“The satisfaction I get is of being created in the image
of God,” Anderson said, adding “The act of creation, to
me, is as close to God as a person can get. When I work
with something I’ve never done before, and it works out,
it’s so cool. I love working with leather and things like that.
4MI\PMZZMITTa\aXQÅM[\PM[\I\MUMV\»\PMÅZ[\K]\Q[\PMLMMXest’ because once you dedicate yourself to leather and make
that cut you have to go forward and trust it. It’s trusting that
plan that matters. Some of these items took me – on and off
·Å^MaMIZ[\WÅVQ[Pº
This dedication comes at a price, however, and times
haven’t been easy for Invincible. The emergence of seasonal
stores such as Halloween Boutique and online costume sellMZ[PI^MK]\PMI^QTaQV\W\PM[\WZM¼[XZWÅ\UIZOQV
¹<PMWVTa_Ia\PI\_M[\IaIÆWI\Q[JaVW\UISQVOIVa
money and it’s sad,” Anderson said. “My retirement is
probably going to be a hole in the woods somewhere. If I
was doing this for anything more than the love of doing it,
_MTTQ\¼[R][\VW\TWOQKIT\PM_Ia1¼ULWQVO\PQ[6QVM\aÅ^M
percent of the costume companies that are anything like
us have went out of business in the last ten years. People
order things on the internet that look good in a picture but
when they take it home it’s made out of plastic and there’s
nothing on it. The big thing that really collided with all of
the costume shops is that we don’t make money during Hal-

loween. We have only made 20% of the business that we did
last October than we did ten years ago.”
While Halloween may no longer be a major source of
revenue for the store, Invincible still caters to a large amount
of local businesses, including high school theater and area
mascots.
“I get a lot of requests for mascots around the area,”
Anderson said. “A lot of the Coborn’s stuff you see around
here, such as Moo-bell, I’ve made. We made the mascot for
the hospital, B.L.E.N.D. The Matthew Hall guy comes from
us, Bertha Bear out of Liberty Savings comes from us. We
average all our parts between 65-70 theatrical productions
from all over the state throughout the year. There are things
that I have that don’t exist anywhere else. People walk in
and they don’t realize how unique a place like this is. You
KIV¼\R][\OW\W;IV.ZIVKQ[KWWZIVa_PMZMMT[MIVLÅVLI
costume shop like this.”
Some of the items in Anderson’s store are direct replicas
of their movie equivalents. Captain Jack’s suit, from Disney’s Pirates of the Caribbean, has the exact same buttons
as it’s movie equivalent. Princess Leia’s belt is bedecked with
/MZUIV[QT^MZIVLTMI\PMZ<PM*MI[\¼[W]\Å\NZWU*MI]\a
and the Beast, is a six-foot-tall replica of the original.
1V^QVKQJTMXZQLM[Q\[MTN WVJMQVO»QVM`XMV[Q^MJ]\VW\
cheap.’ Most of the costumes rent for around $35, with
some more specialty items renting for upwards of $75.
Whether Invincible Costumes will live out its name and
[\IaIÆWI\WVTa\QUM_QTT\MTT=V\QT\PMV)VLMZ[WVIVLKZM_
will continue to fabricate attire for those who seek it.

7HFKQRORJ\
*L]PRGRVKRZVELDV
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Gizmodo, a tech-site that
combines news and blog-styled
writing, was at one point at
the forefront of changing the
way online news was being
consumed.
Combining a witty,
personal style of writing with
high journalistic standards,
Gizmodo was one of Gawker
Media’s very successful news
blogs.
One of Gizmodo’s stories
that catapulted them into even
bigger fame was when they
purchased a lost/leaked prototype of Apple’s iPhone 4 about
a year ago.
Unfortunately, the recent
months have seen a drastic
drop of standards. Gone was
their objective, journalistic
writing. Instead, their writing
is increasingly pretentious,
mean-spirited and biased.
Jesus Diaz, the editor at
Gizmodo, very recently wrote
a glowing, praising opinion of
Steve Jobs.
Titled “Steve Jobs Invented
Your Dell PC and Your Android Phone,” Diaz called
people that disagreed with his
opinion “fandroids, trollboys
and other computing history
ignorants of this world,” and
that they “don’t have a fucking
clue.”
His post was at best, inaccurate, and at worse downright
misleading.
While such posts might
not be unusual in the blogging
world, where facts need not be
^MZQÅMLIVLWXQVQWV[KIVJMI[
biased as possible, for a website
like Gizmodo that prides itself
as a journalistic news source,
it’s simply unacceptable.

And it isn’t just Diaz
himself either, other editors
and writers at Gizmodo have
shown blatantly pro-Apple
views, often times bordering
on being pompous.
Mat Honan, another editor at Gizmodo, called people
that felt apathetic to Steve
Jobs’ resignation “dicks.”
Beyond that, Gizmodo
even ran an article that supported Apple’s current “patent
war” with other companies.
While lawsuits revolving
around patents are not uncommon and awesome a tangled
mess, for a news source to
oversimplify it and openly root
for a company begs the question of objectivity.
In that post, or article,
Diaz called Apple’s competitors “a cheap bag of lazy,
unimaginative bastards.”
/QbUWLWPI[IT_Ia[ÅTTML
a rather unique place in the
new media world. It bridged
the gap between serious technews sites like Engadget or Ars
Technica and the various personal tech-blogs people run.
It had a unique blend of
tech-news, making it hard to
be accurately compared to
other websites. It was one of
a kind. And for awhile there,
seemed to be spearheading a
VM_\ZMVLIVLVM_ÅMTLWN 
journalism.
But their recent trend
doesn’t encourage much hope
in Gizmodo’s future as a journalistic source of tech-news
anymore.
Tech-readers and techenthusiasts that frequent Gizmodo might want to consider
other alternatives.
It’s a sad day when a respectable news source goes on
a downward spiral.

CHRONICLE FILE PHOTO

Gizmodo’s front page has many references to Apple Inc.
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Local news bulletin: August 21-28
Ancient bison bones
found in Alexandria lake

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Phone
7NÅKM"  
.I`" 
)L^MZ\Q[QVO" !
*][QVM[[" !
-LQ\WZ"!
editor@
]VQ^MZ[Q\aKPZWVQKTMVM\

7^MZ\PMKW]Z[MWN \PM[]UUMZW^MZIVKQMV\JWVM[
PI^MJMMVNW]VLJaLQ^M\MIU[QV4ISM>QK\WZQIQV)TM`IVdria.
:WOMZ>IV;]ZS[]UUILM\PMÅZ[\LQ[KW^MZaQV2]VM
_PMVPMZMMTMLQVINMU]ZJWVM_PQTMÅ[PQVO
,Q^M\MIU[PI^M[QVKMZMKW^MZMLRI_XMT^Q[VMKSIVL
^MZ\MJZIMJWVM[
-`XMZ\[I\;+;=JMTQM^M\PMJWVM[\WJMWN /ZMI\8TIQV[
*Q[WVLI\QVOIVa_PMZMNZWU\WaMIZ[IOW
>IV;]ZS[]UXTIV[\WUMM\_Q\PIZKPMWTWOQ[\[NZWU\PM
5QVVM[W\I0Q[\WZQKIT;WKQM\aQV;MX\MUJMZ
807<7+7=:<-;A7.:-=<-:;2);76:--,

Sculptor Lei Yixin stands in front of the memorial.

2011 sees big drop in
QXPEHURIWUDIßFGHDWKV
<PM;\I\M,MXIZ\UMV\WN 8]JTQK;INM\aZMXWZ\ML 
NI\ITQ\QM[WV5QVVM[W\I[\I\MZWIL[I[WN .ZQLIa<PMV]UJMZ
Q[LW_VNZWULMI\P[I\\PQ[\QUMWVMaMIZIOW
<ZINÅKLMI\P[IZMUW[\KWUUWVL]ZQVO\PM[]UUMZ
UWV\P[J]\\PQ[aMIZ\PMV]UJMZ[PI^MJMMV]V][]ITTaTW_
.WZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMQVaMIZ[VW\ZINÅKZMTI\MLNI\ITQ\QM[WKK]ZMLW^MZ5MUWZQIT,Ia?MMSMVL
.IK\WZ[ZMTI\QVO\W\PMLZWXQVV]UJMZ[IZM\PMKPIVOQVOI\\Q\]LM[IJW]\LZ]VSLZQ^QVOIVL_MIZQVO[MI\JMT\[
QUXZW^MUMV\[\W^MPQKTM[IVLZWIL[IVLJM\\MZMUMZOMVKa
responses.

Police investigate South
St. Cloud burglaries
*]ZOTIZQM[WKK]ZMLI\IZM[QLMVKMWV\PMJTWKSWN 
;Q`\P)^MV]M;W]\PJM\_MMVIUIVLIUTI[\;I\]ZLIa)TIX\WXKWUX]\MZIVLKMTTXPWVM_MZM\ISMV
8WTQKM_MZMIT[WKITTML;I\]ZLIaI\IU\W\PM
JTWKSWN -QOP\P)^MV]M;W]\PNWZIVI\\MUX\MLJ]ZOTIZa
,IUIOM_I[LWVM\W\PMLWWZ_PMZM\PMJ]ZOTIZ\ZQML\W
MV\MZ\PMPW][MJ]\VW\PQVO_I[ZMXWZ\ML[\WTMV
8WTQKM_QTTKWV\QV]MQV^M[\QOI\QVO\PM[M\_WQVKQLMV\[
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Sculptor of Martin Luther King, Jr.
monument discovered in St. Paul
+PQVM[M[K]TX\WZ4MQAQ`QV_I[[MTMK\ML
Å^MaMIZ[IOW\WKZMI\M\PMNWW\UWV]UMV\WN 5IZ\QV4]\PMZ3QVO2Z
5WV]UMV\WNÅKQIT[NW]VLAQ`QVL]ZQVO
I;\8I]TX]JTQKIZ\[KWUXM\Q\QWVQV
)Z\Q[\[_MZMI[SML\WKZMI\M[K]TX\]ZM[QVIV
outdoor studio using Minnesota stone.
5WV]UMV\WZOIVQbMZ[[I_AQ`QV_WZSQVOL]ZQVO\PMKWUXM\Q\QWVIVLLMKQLMLPM

[PW]TLJM\PMWVM\WKWUXTM\M\PM[K]TX\]ZM
of King.
AQ`QVQ[IVW\MLIZ\Q[\QV+PQVIIVLPI[
ITIZOMJWLaWN _WZSQV[\ITTMLIKZW[[\PI\
KW]V\Za
)XMZUIVMV\[\I\]MWN AQ`QV¼[Q[TWKI\ML
QV;\8I]T¼[8PITMV8IZS<PM[K]TX\]ZM_I[
UILMQVNWZ\PM[aUXW[Q]UQV;\8I]T

Minneapolis-St. Paul airport adopts
less graphic, intrusive body scanners
)N\MZKWUXTIQV\[IJW]\\PMJWLa[KIVVMZ[I\\PM5QVVMIXWTQ[;\8I]TIQZXWZ\\PM
<ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV;MK]ZQ\a)LUQVQ[\ZI\QWVQ[
OM\\QVOIVM_[WN\_IZM]XLI\MNWZQ\[[KIVners.
<ZI^MTMZ[LM[KZQJML\PMWZQOQVITJWLa
[KIVVMZ[I[QV\Z][Q^MQV^I[Q^MIVLOZIXPQK
<PMWZQOQVITJWLa[KIV[[PW_ML_PI\
TWWSMLTQSMIXPW\WVMOI\Q^M_Q\PUIVa
LM\IQT[_Q\P_PQKP[WUMXI[[MVOMZ[_MZM
]VKWUNWZ\IJTM
?Q\P\PMVM_JWLa[KIVVMZ[M^MZaXMZ[WV_PWXI[[M[\PZW]OPTWWS[\PM[IUM
)KWUX]\MZOMVMZI\MLJWLaW]\TQVMIXXMIZ[IVL\PM[KIVVMZPQOPTQOP\[Y]M[\QWV-

IJTMIZMI[WN \PMJWLa
?Q\P\PMVM_JWLa[KIVVMZ[[MKZM\^QM_ing rooms will soon disappear.
<PMZMQ[VWUWZMVMMLNWZ[MKZM\^QM_QVO
ZWWU[_PMVITTWN \PMXI[[MVOMZ[TWWS\PM
[IUMQV\PMJWLa[KIVQUIOM[
<PMVM_JWLa[KIVVQVO[WN\_IZMQ[
ITZMILaQV[\ITTMLQVITT[Q`[KIVVQVOUIKPQVM[
QV\PM5QVVMIXWTQ[;\8I]T1V\MZVI\QWVIT
Airport.
<PM<ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV;MK]ZQ\a)LUQVQ[\ZI\QWV_QTTQV[\ITT\PMVM_JWLa[KIVVQVO
[WN\_IZMQVITTWN Q\[[KIVVMZ[IKZW[[\PM
KW]V\Za_Q\PQV\PMVM`\NM_UWV\P[
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:M[QLMVKM0ITT[
?QKS;KQMVKM*]QTLQVO
-L]KI\QWV*]QTLQVO
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)UMZQKIV1VLQIV+MV\MZ
0ITMVJMKS0ITT
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16/+INM
8]JTQK4QJZIZa
2QUUa2WPV[
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-ZJMZ\[IVL/MZJMZ\[
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A letter to
Facebook
Jason Tham
OPINIONS EDITOR

Dear Facebook,
How’s life? Well, I suppose you don’t really have
a life as you need to take
care of so many complaints
launched to you -- all
regarding your newly added
“feature” that takes away
our precious space, turning
it into nothing but a marketplace of advertisements.
Yes, I am referring to
those silly, annoying ads and
JIVVMZ[\PI\IZMVW_ÅTTQVO
up at least half our homepIOM[IVLM^MVXZWÅTMXIOM[
to some extent.
To be frank, I had
always loved you.
I had always admired
your ability to bring together people from all walks
of life.
In fact, it was you that
OW\UMUaÅZ[\QV\MZV[PQX
in an established agency.
Because I knew someone on Facebook who has
worked in that agency, I
got a good reference to the
position and had the time

of my life apprenticing in
UaÅMTLWN [\]La
That was when I went
around my circles spreading
the gospel of Facebook.
As a result, my uncle
went on Facebook, my
mum went on Facebook
and I almost wanted to
create a fan page for my
puppy.
Yet, today I am disappointed.
I am dismayed by your
inconsideration that has
turned its users to other
social networking platforms
such as Google+, even
though it is still in the trial
phase.
I mean, you were such a
great leader in the industry, why do you choose to
disgrace yourself in such a
silly, inane way?
You could have stayed
true to what you were – a
place where people meet
and socialize, not a place
where people get sticky
banners that slow down the
loading time.
Finding more than eight
center ads and three side
banners polluting the site
each time I open Facebook
homepage is just not cool.
So please, I urge you,
my friend. Be a faithful
friend in return to those
who have been loyal to you.
Don’t lower your[MTN JMNWZM\PMÅT\PaZQKP
advertisers who are more
\PIVPIXXa\WÅTT\PMMV\QZM

homepage with spaceconsuming ad videos and
low-IQ ads.
Fear not the power of
big corporations out there.
We, the users, can be
supportive of you if you
could provide us a clean,
peaceful site where we can
all share common interests.
So do us some justice
and help yourself to rebuild
the reputation you have lost
along the way.
Nothing says Facebook
more than a clean site to
delight in and a conducive
surrounding for all its users
to do what we intended social networking.
I want to love you back
like I used to; I just don’t
have that feeling anymore.
If you do change your
nature, I will change my
affection for you.
Take these words of
mine into consideration.
You were a great site
and you can always remain
a good friend of ours.
Your photos uploading feature is great; your
mobile sites for cellphones
and iPads are wonderfully
developed.
I trust you will make
a thoughtful decision this
time, for our future.
Many thanks.
Yours Truly,
A Concerned User

Have an opinion? Send a letter to the editor.

“E
ducation is what remains after one has
forgotten what one has learned in school. ”
Albert Einstein

Fight crime on the
street, not the web

Sydney Thompson
COLUMNIST

Classes have been going on for only a
week, and I have already heard several reports of crime occurring on campus, which
include rape and burglary.
Students should feel safe living near a
college campus, not scared.
I received an e-mail from University
Communications saying they will address
incidents that have been reported and continue to convey information.
Why don’t they tell St. Cloud Police to
do more for students living off-campus?
I am a 20-year-old female that lives
in an apartment off-campus and hearing
about all the reports makes me feel angry
and scared.
I feel angry that there aren’t more poTQKMWNÅKMZ[[Q\\QVOQV\PMQZKIZ[WNNKIUX][
watching students walk home to make sure
they are okay.
I feel angry that I do not see any emergency blue light poles for students that live
off-campus.
I also feel angry that campus is not
doing more to make sure women are safely
getting home .
The campus should offer free self-

defense classes in Atwood at least once a
week.
The campus should also offer Tasers or
pepper spray for females to defend themselves because I am sure women would
want them.
I also feel incredibly scared. I not only
feel scared for myself, but for other students
walking home alone at night.
College students have night classes,
work-study, and other activities that require
them to stay on campus at night.
Everybody is busy, and asking Public
Safety for escorts is a bit of a hassle. Riding
the bus home instead of walking home can
also be dangerous.
Asking friends or roommates is another
option, but they may also be busy.
I think St. Cloud State University
should have a free taxi service to escort
people home.
Several taxis should be available, and
they should be as quick as Jimmy John’s to
escort students home safely.
They should also be ready and available
at several buildings on campus.
Overall, I just think that campus should
offer more services to students who live
off-campus.
Doesn’t St. Cloud State University want
students to be safe?
Having e-mails or posts about crime
that is happening on campus isn’t going to
be enough to make sure students are going
to be safe while walking home at night.
Of course students need to have common sense about being safe, but we’re going to an educational facility, so they should
offer educational classes and tools to be safe
on campus.

Comic Relief
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Quote of the Day

The ‘green’ that really matters

MollyWillms
COLUMNIST

If St. Cloud State University is good at
one thing, it’s changing with the times.
-UIQTQ[\PMUW[\MNÅKQMV\UWLMWN 
KWUU]VQKI\QWV'1\¼[\PMWNÅKQITWVM
Smoking is now totally uncool? Let’s
ban it on campus.
And love for the environment is the
new, well, smoking? Let’s install water
JW\\TMÅTTQVO[\I\QWV[UISMZMKaKTQVONIKQTQ-

ties available and print double-sided.
We’ve got to keep up with the Goldies,
right?
As someone who supports any green
initiatives – we’ve all got to do our part – I
was extremely disheartened by what I saw
move-in weekend.
Sodexo, the company responsible for
campus dining and supposed proponent of
“green” living, was selling giant multi-packs
of bottled water.
I’m no tree-hugger. In fact, I’m
ashamed to admit, when it comes to social
issues, many things rank higher on my list
than the environment.
I’m more of the mind that every little
helps: I avoid buying bottled water, I
recycle, I avoid plastics when I can and I
don’t waste water. Littering is totally out of
the question.
But this is blatant and unnecessary
disregard for the natural world.
The water fountains in the dorms are
perfectly functional and never far from a

room, and reusable water bottles are practically given away all over campus.
The bottles themselves likely boasted
“more earth-friendly” packaging.
While this is a good step if a person
absolutely must use a disposable water
bottle, it still contributes unnecessarily to
non-biodegradable waste.
Folks, let’s stop kidding ourselves: the
very act of recycling a plastic bottle releases
toxins into the air.
There’s no such thing as an “earthfriendly” disposable container.
Not to mention the fact that the fridge
ÅTTMZNWWL[\PI\;WLM`W_MZM[MTTQVO_MZM
likely extremely marked-up.
They were taking advantage of the
fact that students were tired, parents were
stressed and many were as yet unfamiliar
with area supermarkets.
I work in the residence halls. I see kids
buying multi-packs of water all the time.
While it is disheartening, at least these
students aren’t pretending to be stewards of

the environment.
And, really, who can blame them? they
see the university as what they claim to be:
socially responsible.
)[\]LMV\UQOP\ÅO]ZM_MTTQN ;+;=
is “green” and they sell waterbottles, why
shouldn’t I buy some myself ?
At the end of the day, the university
does care about “going green.”
Of course, they refer not to the color of
the leaves on the oak trees around campus
or the algae formations in nearby water.
Nor do they think of the locations that
are affected by all the unnecessary plastic
we use, many of them green no longer.
The only “green” that really matters to
this university is the color of money.
The opinions expressed on the
Opinions page are not necessarily
those of the college, university
system or student body.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Hypnotist Jim Wand at
SCSU, Thursday at 9 p.m.
Pirates of The Caribbean: On
Stranger Tides showing in the
Atwood Theater, September
1-4 at 8 p.m.
5):3:07,-;;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Traci Knick, left, and Jordan Ehlers, right, created wax hands by repeatedly dipping their hands in ice cold
water and then putting them in hot wax to form a mold.

UPB kicks off new semester
Zak Killermann
ONLINE EDITOR

Atwood After Dark kicked off the new semester with success thanks to over 50 student volunteers.
For those who do not know, Atwood After Dark is a free event for students that takes place once every month in the Atwood Memorial Center on campus. Times and exact dates are available online and on posters scattered throughout campus closer to the date
of the next Atwood After Dark event.
Atwood After Dark is organized by the University Program Board (UPB). They begin planning the events one semester in advance
and plan an entire semester at a time.
¹<PMÅZ[\M^MV\WN \PM[MUM[\MZQ[IT_Ia[\PMJQOOM[\º[IQLM^MV\KWWZLQVI\WZ<IZI/ZIPIUILLQVO\PI\\PMa][]ITTaWVTaPI^M
around 30 student volunteers.
The length of the lines more than an hour into the event stood testament to the popularity of Atwood After Dark.
¹7]ZÅVITKW]V\_I[IZW]VL![\]LMV\[º/ZIPIU[IQL;PMILLML[PM_I[M`KQ\ML_Q\P\PM\]ZVW]\WN \PMM^MV\
If you’ve ever been to Atwood After Dark in the past you know the typical attractions that are usually featured. Although Friday's
)\_WWL)N\MZ,IZSM^MV\PIL[WUMWN \PMUWZMKWUUWVI\\ZIK\QWV[[]KPI[3QVMK\?QQOIUMZWWU;\]NN)0][Sa\PMZM_MZMIT[W
quite a few new and exciting things to do.
Judging by the size of the lines, the most popular events were creating your own dog tag, making a wax mold of your hand, tieLaQVOI\[PQZ\IVLWN KW]Z[M[\]NÅVOaW]ZW_VP][Sa
¹?M_MV\\WIJW]\\PZMMTI[\aMIZº[WXPWUWZM[6QKPWTI[5IZ\QVMbIVL3IQ\TQV0]V\ZM[[[IQL
¹1TQSMITT\PM^IZQM\aIVLKZIN\[aW]KIVLWº0]V\ZM[[[IQL
Martinez said he generally enjoys the concerts on campus more than the events.
<PZW]OPW]\\PMNWZ\PKWUQVO[MUM[\MZ\PMZM_QTTJMI\PMUML)\_WWL)N\MZ,IZSNWZ0ITTW_MMVIVL0ITMVJMKS)N\MZ,IZSIT[W
organized by UPB, in January.
Every student is invited to attend Atwood After Dark, it is a free, safe event no matter if you are a freshman or super-senior.
BIKP0WTSMZIÅN\PaMIZTQVO]Q[\QK[UIRWZ_I[IVM^MV\KWWZLQVI\WZNWZ=8*TI[\aMIZ
¹5aNZQMVL_I[KWWZLQVI\WZ\PI\[_PI\OW\UMQV\W^WT]V\MMZQVONWZ)\_WWL)N\MZ,IZSº0WTSMZ[IQL¹1\¼[M`KQ\QVO\W[MMQ\OW
NZWUXTIVVQVO[\IOM[\WZMITTQNMº
0WTSMZPI[I\\MVLMLW^MZ)\_WWL)N\MZ,IZSM^MV\[L]ZQVOPQ[\QUMI\;+;=IVL[IQLPMMVRWa[\PMU^MZaU]KP
?PM\PMZaW]PI^MI\\MVLMLI[UIVaWZUWZM\PIV0WTSMZTI[\.ZQLIa_I[aW]ZÅZ[\WZaW]¼^MVM^MZJMMV\WIV)\_WWL)N\MZ
Dark at all, students can attend next month’s event for free food, fun with friends and an all-around enjoyable time.

Monday Night Jazz at the
Veranda Lounge, August 29 at
8 p.m.
Steeling Dan at the Pioneer
Place, August 30 at 7:30 p.m.
‘Frank & Nat: Their Way’ at
the Pioneer Place August 31Sept. 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Cherry Gun, Sept. 2, and Slow
Children, Sept. 3 at the Press
Bar & Parlor
New Movies at Parkwood
18: ‘Our Idiot Brother’,
‘Columbiana’, ‘Don’t Be
Afraid of the Dark’, ‘One Day’

‘Sizzling Summer Art Crawl’ engages community
Samantha South
MARQUEE EDITOR

The community gathered around the
LW_V\W_VIZMINWZ\PMVM_;QbbTQVO;]UUMZ
)Z\+ZI_T\PQ[XI[\.ZQLIaIVL;I\]ZLIa)]O
!IVL
.WZ\PMXI[\Å^MaMIZ[U]T\QXTMIZ\KZI_T[
have been hosted throughout each year for
community members to roam the downtown
shops, boutiques and galleries to see local
artists' pieces. The art crawl hosted on Friday
IVL;I\]ZLIa_I[IVM`\ZIIVLVM_IZ\KZI_T
event for the month of August.
¹?M][]ITTaOW2]VM;MX\MUJMZ6W^MUJMZIVL5IZKPJ]\\PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\aMIZ_M¼^M
PILIVIZ\KZI_TQV)]O][\º[IQL5MTQ[[I
/WPUIV\PM^Q[]ITIZ\[LQZMK\WZNWZ\PM8IZImount Theater and Visual Arts Center.
)KKWZLQVO\W/WPUIV\PM8IZIUW]V\
has had a part in the art crawls since they
JMOIVÅ^MaMIZ[IOW-TTMV6MT[WV\PM8IZImount’s gallery manager, along with some of
\PM[PWX[LW_V\W_VWZOIVQbML\PMÅZ[\IZ\
KZI_TQV6W_\PMZMIZMNW]Z\PZW]OPW]\
every year.
“It’s kind of become an event that people
look forward to and know, which is wonderful
NWZ\PMLW_V\W_VIZMIº/WPUIV[IQL
These events are not only for the artists to
display and sell their work to the community,
but a day for the community to enjoy food,
wine and gathering to meet local artists.
“It’s a lot of fun, I like art so it’s nice
[MMQVOTWKITIZ\Q[\[º[IQL2][\QVI3QTTITWKIT
community member who attends the art
crawls regularly.
;\IVL[_Q\PNIKMXIQV\QVO\PMI\MZ[PW_[
circus performers and musicians all line the
streets to show off their talents during these
times as well.
)VOMTI;KPTIVOMVIVIZ\Q[\NWZ\PM8IZImount, chose to display some of her artwork
on the street as people drove or walked by.
;KPTIVOMVQ[IXZWNM[[QWVITJWLaXIQV\MZ
“I do a lot of performance work and installations where I’ll set people up as a piece
for people to walk through galleries and look
I\º[IQL;KPTIVOMV_PWQ[IT[WINZM[PUIV

I\;+;=¹7N\MV\QUM[1¼TTXIQV\\PMUI[
people are walking by so that they can see the
XZWKM[[º
;KPTIVOMVPI[JMMVIXIZ\WN \PMIZ\
crawls for the past year and works with the
Paramount Visual Arts Center.
“I also, on the side, do oil painting and
sculpture and things like that and I tend to
JZQVOQ\QV\WUaJWLaXIQV\QVOWN\MV\QUM[º
;KPTIVOMV[IQL
Venues and galleries that are part of
the art crawl include The Arts Co-Op,
Jules' Bistro; The Paper Collector; Accents;
>MZIVLI4W]VOM#6WZ\PMZV*ZQOP\[#>Q[]IT
)Z\[5QVVM[W\I#8IZIUW]V\/ITTMZa/QN\[#
<PM*TIKS*W`#;\+TW]L.TWZIT#<PM?PQ\M
0WZ[M#;\]LQW2MNN#*IKPUIV2M_MTMZ[#.ITKWV
6I\QWVIT*IVS#5IZQ[PSI[#*]UJTMLMM[#
Paramount Visual Arts Center; Mind, Body,
;XQZQ\#4M;\/MZUIQV;]Q\M0W\MT#;\+TW]L
8]JTQK4QJZIZa#*WWS[:M^Q[Q\ML#!:MOMVKa
8TIbI#8ILLa[/IUM;PWXXM#;\]LQW
;ITWV#1V^QVKQJTM+W[\]UM<PMI\ZQKIT#
-TMK\ZQK.M\][#/ZMMV5QTT#/:-)<<PMI\ZM#
IVL16/,QZMK\+INu
Bumbledee’s featured some art from a
local artist who is also a full time art teacher
I\:QKWZQ0QOP;KPWWT)VQ\I0MVLZQKS`
specializes in watercolor, calligraphy, and
QTT][\ZI\QWV;PMPI[JMMVIXIZ\WN \PMIZ\
crawl events for the past few years.
“I just believe in being an art gatherer, it’s
something I really encourage people to do,
and this is great for the downtown businesses,
the advocacy, just being out there and doing
Q\IVLQ\¼[N]Vº[IQL0MVLZQKS`_PWQ[IT[WI
member of the colleagues of calligraphy.
“It’s really important to do these things
I[IVIZ\Q[\OM\\QVOaW]Z[MTN W]\\PMZMº[IQL
0MVLZQKS`_PWQ[IT[WIUMUJMZWN \PMKWTleagues of calligraphy.
0MVLZQKS`[MTT[PMZIZ\_WZS\PZW]OPW]\
the year at Bumbledee’s also.
“When you can’t afford to do anything
else, go look at art. It will uplift you and make
aW]NMMTJM\\MZº0MVLZQKS`[IQL
2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:
The next art crawls are scheduled for
SammyJo Pulsifer, an intern at The Paramount Visual Arts Center, paints the
;MX\IVL6W^ .WZUWZMQVNWZUI\QWV
faces of the community during the Sizzling Summer Art Crawl.
go to http://artcrawlstcloud.com.
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Trevor Hall to perform at Red Carpet Nightclub
Hannah Swift
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

PHOTO COURTESY OF VANGUARDRECORDS.COM

Hall’s new album was released Aug. 23; he will perform his new songs Sept. 10 at 9 p.m.

Trevor Hall pulled from a wide array musical inspirations when writing his sophomore album “Everything Everytime
Everywhere”.
The South Carolina native, along with a full band, is booked to perform at the Red Carpet in St. Cloud on Sept. 10,
at 9 p.m.
“Everything Everytime Everywhere”, which was released on Aug. 23, mixes many sounds creating a listening experiMVKM0ITT[Ia[aW]VMML\WPMIZÅZ[\PIVL\WZMITTa]VLMZ[\IVL
“It’s acoustic, rock, reggae, positive, spiritual, I usually just give people a CD because I don’t really know how to describe it,” Hall said, explaining how it is hard to place it into any one genre.
Jimmy Messer, the album producer, and Hall’s band helped co-write songs on the new album. Co-writing ended up
JMQVOIXW[Q\Q^MM`XMZQMVKMNWZ0ITTITTW_QVONWZLQNNMZMV\QVÆ]MVKM[IVL[\aTM[\WJMJZW]OP\\W\PM\IJTM
“Having a blend of everything was really fun for me,” Hall said.
The many sounds of “Everything Everytime Everywhere” also derive from Hall’s personal life-long love of music.
From early on, music has been a part of Hall’s day-to-day life. Growing up in a town by the name of Hilton Head,
0ITTPIL\ZW]JTMÅVLQVO\PQVO[\WLW
“It’s a pretty place, but there wasn’t much to do as a kid, so I started listening to music,” Hall said.
Hall’s father was a musician and had a big record collection. If the cover grabbed Hall’s attention he would pull it out
and put it on to play.
“I became fascinated by the different types of sounds and styles,” Hall said. “I spent all my time learning music, playing music, listening to music, and it just became everything.”
Albums by the Allman Brothers and Blues Traveler were some of Hall’s favorites when he was a kid but eventually
Hall’s taste in music started to change.
“I started to get into reggae music and then that kind of became my love,” Hall said.
:MOOIMQVÆ]MVKM[IZMIXXIZMV\QV¹-^MZa\PQVO-^MZa\QUM-^MZa_PMZMºIVL\PM[W]VLUIaZMUQVLTQ[\MVMZ[WN IZ\Q[\[
like Matisyahu or Michael Franti, both of whom he has toured with.
The new album has an inspirational theme overall, but Hall said he didn’t plan that from the start.
“I didn’t set out with the idea that the whole album should be a certain theme, I just wrote them as they came,” Hall
said, adding, “If you are going through something it’s going to come out in everything you do.”
At the time Hall was struggling with things in his personal and professional life, but tried to stay positive through it all.
“I was always trying look at that light at the end of the tunnel so to say. That struggle and the journey through the
struggle really came out in the album,” Hall said.
Hall said he wasn’t trying to necessarily get a particular message across to listeners, but wants people to take away
whatever they can when hearing his songs.
“What the music is to me may be something different to someone else,” Hall said.

SHUN JIE YONG / STAFF POTOGRAPHER

Jordan Holm performs in the Atwood Mall with the
Johnny Holm Band Thursday night.

Johnny Holm
Band performs
on Atwood mall
Karina Kern
STAFF WRITER

The Pachanga Society brings the community to George
The Pachanga Society performed this past Wednesday at Summertime by George. The Latin styled music had the community on their feet and dancing to the upbeet and smooth rhythmed melody. The nine members perform with a variety of
different instruments and included the audience by sharing them with the crowd.
Photos of The Pachanga Society were taken by Nick Simmons, a staff photographer for the University Chronicle.

The Johnny Holm Band performed at SCSU Thursday
night as a part of Husky Kick-off. The band has performed
at SCSU about 25 times and never tires of coming back.
“We love performing at St. Cloud State, the students and
fans make the show what it is,” said Johnny Holm, lead singer
and namesake of the band.
Holm started his solo career in college in 1969, which
makes one of his favorite songs to play, “Summer of 69,” by
Bryan Adams, very ironic.
“I really enjoy playing ‘Summer of 69,’ but I think my all
time favorite song to play is ‘Piano Man,’” Holm said.
As a part of the Husky Kick-off, Holm brought up numerous members of the crowd on to the stage. A drummer,
singers, dancers and even a rapper got to show the audience
their talent while performing with the band.
“I love bringing people up on stage, sometimes you get
some really good musicians, and other times you need to
end the song early. I want to make people feel worth it, and
loved,” Holm said.
In the past, the band used to play in the Atwood Ballroom, but after a few bad experiences of having the crowd
JZMIS\PMÆWWZ[I\W\PMZ^MV]M[\PMa\Za\WXTIaW]\[QLMQN \PM
weather permits.
“At a few shows, the crowds have actually broken through
\PMÆWWZ[?MOM\\PMI]LQMVKMR]UXQVOIVLQN \PMZMQ[I
TW\WN XMWXTM\PMÆWWZ[\IZ\[\W[PISMIVL[WUM\QUM[Q\_QTT
break,” Holm said.
Holm said he now gets the honor of having his daughter,
Jordan, on stage with him.
“I feel really fortunate to have my daughter working with
me,” Holm said.
Jordan joined the band in June of 2006 as lead female
vocals. Her favorite song to play is quite a bit different then
her father’s.
“I love singing ‘Rolling in the Deep’ by Adele, it really
gets the crowd going,” Jordan Holm said.
The musicians that make up The Johnny Holm band all
like different types of music, so the band gets to play a variety
of country, alternative, and of course rock and roll.
“It is always great to be back at SCSU, I have great performers in the band, I am very blessed,” Johnny Holm said.

Marquee
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ARTIST PROFILE

Angela Schlangen displays art in human form
Becca Dargatz
STAFF WRITER

Angela Schlangen, an SCSU freshman majoring in art
history, has been creating art for as long as she can remember.
Never letting her imagination cease or her hands rest,
Schlangen is interested in all different aspects of art. Her
primary focuses are on painting, drawing, sculpting, and
body painting.
“I’ve always drawn and painted,” Schlangen said. “In
middle school I got bored with paper and started going to
garage sales and coming home with lamps to paint.”
?PMVQ\KWUM[\WQV[XQZI\QWV;KPTIVOMVÅVL[Q\QV
many different forms. People’s personalities, physical features, and random images she sees can spark her creativity.
“One of my friends has these really piercing blue eyes
and one day I decided I had to paint him into a waterfall,”
Schlangen said.
Soon, Schlangen began painting on anything she could
ÅVLNZWUWTLKPIQZ[\W\PMP]UIVJWLa
“I became obsessed with the human form, the shapes
you can make with your body, and I started looking at
people in a new way,” Schlangen said.
Preparing for a body painting session can take anywhere from a couple of hours to a few weeks depending on
the materials used and the complexity of the session. Her
shortest session lasted just over two hours and some of her
TWVOM[\[M[[QWV[PI^MTI[\MLW^MZÅ^MPW]Z[
JUN-KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
“I did a stained glass session where I was actually the
model,” Schlangen said. “It was different being my own
Lauren Capinski poses as a tree for Schlangen for
UWLMTJ]\Q\_I[VMKM[[IZaJMKI][M\PMKW[\]UMZMY]QZMLÅ\- her performance piece at the art crawl this past
ting it to a body that was always with me when I could work Friday and Saturday.
on it.”
Hours of time are spent prepping for a session. Schlan-

gen searches for the perfect props, and whatever she cannot
ÅVL[PMKZMI\M[
Sometimes Schlangen’s clients will have their own ideas
for what they want in their paintings. Other times, Schlangen pulls ideas from a folder of paintings she wants to
create.
“I’ve done 10 photo shoots and several demonstrations with body painting,” Schlangen said. “It’s really just
a hobby for me because I think if you’re doing it for bread
and butter, it loses its spontaneity.”
Schlangen enjoys studying art and has a fondness for
:MVIQ[[IVKMIZ\J]\ÅVL[PMZ[MTN QV[XQZMLJaUIVaUWLMZV
artists, including a local St. Cloud artist, Willicey Tynes.
“I had an obsession with Willicey’s work and then he
ended up becoming my mentor,” Schlangen said. “It was a
dream come true.”
Schlangen interned at the Paramount Theatre last
year. Through her interning process she had a chance to
work alongside Tynes as well as expose some of her art in
festivals.
“Angela has a very promising career,” Tynes said.
“Some of her work is very aggressive, but some of it leaves
you warm and fuzzy.”
Schlangen’s self-driven attitude and individuality in
her artwork sets her apart from other artists. She is always
searching for beauty in the mundane.
“Her work evokes conversation and her take on art
is going to inspire fresh, new ideas in other artists in the
area,” Tynes said.
Eventually, Schlangen hopes to recreate the 10 photo
shoots she has completed in a studio and have a live showing
of her work.
For more information, view her website at www.angelaschlangen.com.

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.

‘The Help’ inspires movie fans, disappoints book lovers
Sydney Thompson
STAFF WRITER

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.THEFRESHEXPRESS.COM

‘The Help’ is an inspiring movie, displaying true
Southern culture in the 1960s, but is disappointing
compared to the book.

“The Help” is a touching and illuminating story about black maids serving white families in Jackson, Miss. during the early days of
the civil rights movement.
One saucy, outspoken character, Skeeter (Emma Stone), dares to do something different by interviewing the maids.
The culture in the South during the time is dangerous and she faces challenges with the idea of writing a book of interviews
because of the danger of speaking to the maids in their own homes. The maids are hesitant as well because of the danger that comes
with speaking about white families.
The maids eventually come around and Skeeter hears them tell disturbing and tear-jerking stories about their lives as housekeepers
and the prominent mothers that raise white children that potentially may be their bosses one day.
The movie is sprinkled with “separate, but equal” references.
<PMUW^QMIT[W[PW_ML\PI\W^MZKWUQVO[WKQM\a¼[^IT]M[IZMLQNÅK]T\J]\KIVJMLWVM
One of the white mothers, Hilly Hillbrook (Bryce Dallas Howard), aggressively pursues to have a “Home Health Sanitation Act”
where every white family has a separate bathroom outside for the maids because they may have diseases.
Hilly is a cold-hearted character who is the queen bee of Skeeter’s social circle, and likes to spread negative rumors about the
UIQL[;SMM\MZLMÅM[0QTTa¼[QVQ\QI\Q^MNWZ\PMIK\QOVWZM[PMZZIKQ[\KWUUMV\[IVLKWV\QV]M[\W[MKZM\Ta_ZQ\M\PMJWWS<PMZM[]T\[IZM
astonishing.
-UUI;\WVMXMZNWZU[ÆI_TM[[Ta_Q\P[IZKI[\QKP]UWZIVL[]J\TMKWUUMV\[QVZM[XWV[M\W0QTTa
The two main actors that play the maids do a phenomenal job as well, representing the hardships a black maid faces working for a
white family. The movie also displays some key events, such as the Freedom March in Birmingham and deaths of black people during
the early 1960s.
The movie was a bit disappointing as an adaptation of the book. “The Help” had only narration of a maid while the other two
main characters did not have any narration.
The movie also left out some events that occur while the maids are working in their day-to-day lives. Writer-director Tate Taylor
chose to have the movie set in the South, and he does not show the emotional tension of living in the South adequately.
“The Help” has some good parts and disturbing parts, but overall gives the audience a good idea of the culture of the south during the 1960s. Plenty of sarcasm and humor lightens the mood and the actors perform their characters phenomenally.

RATING:

Guess lightens zombie genre
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

For a book that costs less than a largesized mocha at Caribou Coffee, Joshua
Guess’ e-book, “Living With the Dead,” is
_MTT_WZ\P\PMUWVMa<PMÅZ[\\_WJWWS[
are available on Amazon for $3.99.
The downside is the book is only available in e-book format, which may be a turn
off for readers that prefer a physical copy
for their books.
“Living With the Dead” isn’t written
like a traditional novel but is instead written
in the form of daily blog posts.
“It’s a writing experiment to see what it
would be like to chronicle the apocalypse
as it’s never been done: day-by-day,” Guess
said.
The book is written from the perspec\Q^MWN IÅK\QWVITQbML2W[P/]M[[_PMZM
he blogs daily about surviving in a zombie
apocalypse.
8QKSaZMILMZ[UQOP\ÅVL[TQOP\QVKWV[Q[tencies, or even question the possibility of
the Internet staying up if a zombie apocalypse occurs, but with that aside the book is
surprisingly good.
It picks up quickly and stays fairly intense throughout the book.
It combines a narrative style and a selfhelp guide similar to the “Zombie Survival
Guide” by Max Brooks.
The book is available through Kindle,
Nook and various other digital distribution services. In a way, the e-book format
actually serves this book fairly well, as each
“chapter” or “blog post” is fairly short and
concise, making it easy to read on a smartphone or portable device.

RATING:

It doesn’t bring anything new to
zombie-lore and in terms of the challenges
faced in a post-apocalyptic world, it’s also
fairly predictable. But Guess’ writing style
makes it personal and easily slides the
reader into the protagonist’s shoes as they
try to re-establish society.
“Living With the Dead” isn’t as dark as
[WUMW\PMZbWUJQMÅK\QWV[J]\NWZIOMVZM
XMXXMZML_Q\PLIZSOZ]M[WUMbWUJQMÅKtion, this addition gives the genre a much
needed lighter tone.
For $3.99, it’s really a fun book to read.
BWUJQMIÅKQWVILW[_QTT_IV\\WOQ^M\PQ[I
try. The Kindle version can also be read on
computers.

COURTESY OF WWW.GOODREADS.COM

‘Living With the Dead’ is suprisingly
good, employing a lighter tone for
OZ]M[WUMbWUJQMÅK\QWV

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.GAMERANT.COM

‘Deus Ex: Human Revolution’ combines shooter and role-playing elements.

‘Deus Ex’ is simply detailed
Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“Deus Ex: Human Revolution” is the latM[\QV[\ITTUMV\QV\PM¹,M][-`ºÅZ[\XMZ[WV
shooter series by Eidos.
Released on Aug. 23, the game combines
shooter elements and role-playing elements with
very story-driven gameplay.
Set in a slightly dystopian, cyberpunk setting, “Deus Ex: Human Revolution” acts as the
prequel to the highly successful “Deus Ex” and
“Deus Ex: Invisible War.”
7NNMZQVOXTIaMZ[\PMÆM`QJQTQ\a\WXTIa
stealthily or aggressively, the game feels a
little bit like a combination of “Splinter
Cell:Conviction” and “Metal Gear Solid.”
1\¼[XW[[QJTM\WÅVQ[P\PMMV\QZMOIUM_Q\PW]\
killing enemies at all by sneaking and knocking
MVMUQM[]VKWV[KQW][_Q\PJW[[ÅOP\[I[\PM
only exception.
Unfortunately, however, “Deus Ex: Human
Revolution” does indirectly encourage more aggressive gameplay through its boss battles.
The boss battles are, naturally, unavoidable and are fairly intense battles. A player who
decides to play the game stealthily might not be
well equipped to handle them, making the game
insanely hard and unbalanced at certain points.

RATING:

Players take the role of Adam Jensen, a
security specialist for Sarif Industries, who was
fatally injured during an attack and as a result
has to be “augmented” with mechanical parts.
The replay value for the game is surprisingly
PQOPNWZI[\WZaLZQ^MVOIUM\PIVS[\WQ\[ÆM`ible style of play.
Playing the game aggressively has a drastically different feel to playing it stealthily. In fact,
it feels very much like a different game.
The game isn’t as open ended as the
“Stalker” series in terms of endings, but varied
enough to warrant multiple plays.
For the gamers out there who skipped
or missed out on “Deus Ex” and “Deus Ex:
Invisible War,” picking up “Deus Ex: Human
Revolution” should be a no-brainer.
It’s a wonderful game with a very detailed,
believable world for those looking for more than
a shooter and it can be as simple as an intense
shooter for those preferring that.
On its initial release, the PC version had
lengthy loading times that made the game far
less enjoyable. This has since been addressed
_Q\PIXI\KP_PQKP[PWZ\MVMLTWIL\QUM[[QOVQÅcantly.
“Deus Ex: Human Revolution” is a game
that is worth its retail price of $59.99 for consoles and $49.99 for the PC version.

&ODVVLÀHGV
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HOUSING

HOUSING

7 TO 9 BEDROOM
Houses. Large Bedrooms,
3 Baths, D/W, Laundry,
Parking, 2 Blocks To Miller
Library, E.P.M 251-6005

LOOK WHAT I HAVE!
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts
Available Now. Close
To SCSU And Bus Line.
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448

UNIVERSITY PLACE
Apts. 4 Bedroom Apt., Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking,
Avail. E.P.M. 251-6005 excelpropmgmt.com

ESCAPE THE
NOISY DORM LIFE!
We Have 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic
Cable, Trash, Water Included.
Call Laura 320-249-3090

FEMALES AND MALES
Private Rooms In 4 Bedroom
Apts., Heat, Paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking, Clean, Close. E.P.M.
251-6005
3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
1,2,3,4 BEDROOM
Apartments For Rent! Prime
Locations! Huge Kitchens!
Huge Bedrooms! Utilities Paid
For! New Carpet! Secured
Building With Parking lot. 3
Blocks Fom Campus Specials
On Rent! Call 320-492-1230
13th ST APARTMENTS:
1Blk N. Of Hockey Ctr(5th)
3 and 4 Bed Starting at
$230. Parking Garages,
Laundry, And Onsite Caretaker. Remodeled Units
Avail. Josh 651-270-9316
Dan 651-361-0803

AT T E N T I O N
DISCOUNTED GOLF
$10 With Student I.D.
M-F. Angushire Golf
Club 320-251-9619
BARELY USED HP
LAPTOP
?Q\P5QKZW[WN\7NNÅKM
And Ext. Service Plan.
$500 320-493-2438

GRAB A FRIEND AND
Leave The Dorm Life
Behind! Come view our 1
& 2 & 4bedroom apts and
single bedrooms. Heat, basic
cable, trash, water included.
Call Patty 320-217-4115
LOW SECURTY
DEPOSIT.
SE side 1 & 2 & 4 bedroom
apts and single bedrooms
available. Heat, basic cable,
trash, water included.
Call Dave 320-267-4881
CANT FIND A PARKING
Spot? We Are Located On
The Bus Line, Close To
SCSU. 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts
And Single Bedrooms Available Call Laura 320-249-3090
AFFORDABLE & QUIET!
We’re Located On The SE
Side 1 & 2 & 4 Bedroom
Apts And Single Bedrooms
Available. Heat, Basic Cable,
Trash, Water Included.
Call Patty 320-217-4115
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SCSU Sports
Schedule
Aug. 29 - Sept. 4
FOOTBALL

California University of Pennsylvania
Sept. 1, 7:00 p.m. ET
Away

SOCCER

Fort Lewis @ Augie
Sept. 2, 5:00 p.m. CST
Away
Winona State @ Husky Stadium
Sept. 4 3:00 p.m. CST
Home

Sports & Fitness

Sports Columns
SCSU sports a hidden treasure
2WPV:][[M\\
SPORTS COLUMN

;\]LMV\[WN ;\+TW]L;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a"X]\\PMJWWS[
WZQN aW]PIXXMV\WJMWVMWN UaVMQOPJWZ[\PMJW\\TM
WN ^WLSI\PI\[MMU[\WJM[M_V\WaW]ZPIVLLW_VNWZI
UQV]\MIVL\PQVSIJW]\_PI\UISM[IOWWLKWTTMOMM`XMZQMVKM
<ISMINM_M`\ZIUWUMV\[VMQOPJWZ6WVMML\WZ][P
_MKIV_IQ\4M\MIKPZMUIQVQVOJZIQVKMTTOM\IOWWL
_WZSW]\WV\PQ[WVM
1N aW]¼ZMPI^QVO\ZW]JTMÅO]ZQVOW]\_Pa\PMZMIXXMIZ
\WJM\_WM`\ZIVM_[XIXMZ[QVNZWV\WN aW]WZ_PaaW]¼ZM
M^MVZMILQVOIXIXMZZQOP\VW_TM\\PW[M\PW]OP\[OWIVL

VOLLEYBALL

Fort Lewis @ Golden, Colo.
Sept. 2, 1:00 p.m. MT
Away
Mesa State @ Golden, Colo.
Sept. 2, 5:30 p.m. MT
Away
Metro State @ Golden, Colo.
Sept. 3, 12:00 p.m. MT
Away
Colorado School of Mines @ Golden,
Colo.
Sept. 3, 6:30 p.m. MT
Away
+0:761+4-.14-807<7

0][SaPWKSMaNIV[KPMMZI\IOIUMTI[\[MI[WV

Minnesota
Sports
Schedule
Aug. 29 - Sept. 4
VIKINGS

Houston Texans @ MOA Field
Sept. 1, 7:00 p.m. CDT
Home

TWINS

White Sox @ Chicago
Aug. 29, 7:10 p.m. CST
Away
White Sox @ Chicago
Aug. 30, 7:10 p.m. CST
Away
White Sox @ Chicago
Aug. 31, 1:10 p.m. CST
Away
Angels @ Anaheim
Sept. 2, 9:05 p.m. CST
Away
Angels @ Anaheim
Sept. 3, 8:05 p.m. CST
Away
Angels @ Anaheim
Sept. 4, 2:35 p.m. CST
Away
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NWK][<PMUQLLTMWVM[PW]TLJM[]NÅKQMV\6WVMML\W
ZMILITT\PZMM
)TZQOP\JIKS\W\PM\WXQKI\PIVL
)[QLMNZWUKTI[[_PQKPQ[[\ZWVOTaZMKWUUMVLML
[XMVLQVO_Ia\WWU]KPWVJWWS[IVL\PMWKKI[QWVIT
MUXPI[Q[WVWKKI[QWVIT¹[UITTOM\\WOM\PMZ_Q\PNZQMVL[º
_PI\MT[MQ[\PMZM'
?PI\IOZMI\Y]M[\QWV<PIVSaW]NWZI[SQVO
0MZMQ[IOZMI\IV[_MZ"[XWZ\[
6W_\PMQV\MV\PMZMQ[VW\\WOM\M^MZaWVMW]\WN \PM
PW][MZ]VVQVOIZW]VLIQUTM[[Ta_Q\P\PMPWXMWN PWVQVOI
ÆMM\QVOLZMIUWN KWTTMOQI\MI\PTM\QK[
?MTT\PMQV\MV\IK\]ITTaQ[\WOM\XMWXTMW]\WN \PM
PW][M*]\\PMZ]VVQVOIZW]VLXIZ\M^MZaWVMKIVLW_Q\PW]\
;WOM\W]\WN \PMPW][MJ]\R][\OWIVL[Q\7Z[\IVL
0WXMN]TTa[\IVLIVLKPMMZ8ZMNMZIJTa_PQTMI\\MVLQVOWVM
WN \PMOZMI\[XWZ\QVOM^MV\[M^MZaWVMPI[\PMKPIVKM\W
M`XMZQMVKML]ZQVO\PMQZ\QUMI\;+;=
<PM0][Sa.WW\JITT\MIUMV\MZ[\PM[MI[WVZIVSML
\PQZ\MMV\PQV\PMVI\QWVQV\PM,.WW\JITTKWU<WX
8ZM[MI[WV8WTT
4I[\aMIZ\PMa_MZM\aQVOI[KPWWTZMKWZLNWZ_QV[
IVLUISQVOQ\\W\PM[MKWVLZW]VLWN \PM6+)),Q^Q[QWV
11XTIaWNN[<PMaTW[\\W,]T]\P_PW_MV\WV\W_QV\PM
,Q^Q[QWV116I\QWVIT+PIUXQWV[PQXQVW^MZ\QUM
.IV[WN 0][Sa^WTTMaJITT[I_\PMJM[\[MI[WVQV[Q`
aMIZ[TI[\aMIZ]VLMZÅZ[\aMIZPMILKWIKP5QKPMTTM*TIM[MZ
1N TI[\aMIZ_I[IVaQVLQKI\QWVWN \PMLQZMK\QWVWN \PQ[XZWOZIU\PQ[[MI[WVPI[\PMXW\MV\QIT\WJMY]Q\MUMUWZIJTM
?PMVQ\KWUM[\W\PMUMV¼[IVL_WUMV¼[PWKSMa[MI[WV\PMZMIZMWVTa\_W\PQVO[\PI\VMML\WJM[IQL<PQ[Q[
<PM;\I\MWN 0WKSMaLWV¼\UQ[[Q\
<PMZMIZMUIVaUWZM[XWZ\[R][\VW\MVW]OP\QUM
)OWWLKWTTMOMM`XMZQMVKMQ[IJW]\JMQVOXIZ\WN I
KWUU]VQ\a
/WQVO\WI[XWZ\QVOM^MV\Q[IJW]\UWZM\PIV[MMQVO
\PMOIUM1\¼[IVWXXWZ\]VQ\a\W[]XXWZ\\PMKWUU]VQ\a\W
_PQKPaW]JMTWVO1\¼[IKPIVKM\W[]XXWZ\\PMXMWXTMaW]
OW\WKTI[[_Q\PM^MZaLIa
<PM[\]LMV\JWLaOI^MI\ZMUMVLW][JWW[\\W\PMI\PTM\QKLMXIZ\UMV\TI[\aMIZJa^W\QVONWZI\]Q\QWVQVKZMI[M
\ISQVO[WUMLQNÅK]T\LMKQ[QWV[WNN \PM\IJTM*]LOM\[PWZ\NITT[NWZ\PM]XKWUQVOaMIZ[PILX]\NWW\JITTITWVO_Q\PI
NM_W\PMZ[XWZ\[QVRMWXIZLa
;W\ISMIL^IV\IOMWN \PM[XWZ\[aW]PMTXML[I^M/W[MM
IOIUMWZ\_WWZ\PZMM
*aITTUMIV[LWV¼\NMMT\PMVMML\W\ISM\PQ[WVITWVM
*ZQVOaW]ZNZQMVL[+PIVKM[IZMaW]UQOP\M^MVUISM
[WUMUWZMITWVO\PM_Ia

Vikings’ preseason performance
doesn’t bode well for regular season
Ahmed Warraich
SPORTS COLUMN

?Q\P\PMTWWSW]\ÅVITTaW^MZIVL
8PQTTaITZMILaIUI[[QVOUW[\WN \PM
NZMMIOMV\[Q\Q[\QUM\WTWWS\W_IZL
\PM>QSQVO[IVL\PMQZXZM[MI[WVXMZNWZUIVKM0I^QVOXTIaML\PZMMOIUM[
ITZMILaQ\¼[VW\IJIL\QUM\WOI]OM
PW_\PM[MI[WVUQOP\OW
<PM>QSQVO[LQLV¼\UISMP]OM
_I^M[_Q\PQVNZMMIOMVKa#UW[\Ta\PMa
[\]KS_Q\P\PMXTIaMZ[\PMaIKY]QZML
\PZW]OP\PMLZIN\
<PMWVMJQOKPIVOM\PQ[aMIZQ[\PM
IKY]Q[Q\QWVWN ,WVW^IV5K6IJJ1
IT_Ia[_IV\ML5K6IJJ\W[\IZ\\PQ[
[MI[WV0MQ[IOWWL^M\MZIVY]IZ\MZJIKSM^MV\PW]OPPMLQLV¼\XTIa_MTT
_Q\P\PM?I[PQVO\WV:ML[SQV[
<WJMPWVM[\1LWV¼\JTIUM
5K6IJJNWZ\PI\WVM0M_I[_ITSQVO
QV\WIXTIKM_PMZM\PMZM_MZMV¼\IVa
[\IVLW]\_QLMW]\[IVL\PMZM_I[V¼\
ILMKMV\Z]VVQVOOIUM\W[XMISWN
+W]XTM\PI\_Q\P5QSM;PIVIPIV¼[
MOWIVL1LWV¼\SVW_PW_PMKW]TL
PI^M[]KKMMLML
<WILLQV[]T\\WQVR]ZaXMWXTM
KITTMLPQUW]\WVPQ[XTIaUISQVO
IJQTQ\aIVL[IQLPMKW]TLV¼\PIVLTM\PM
WNNMV[M
1\PQVSOM\\QVOPQUJZQVO[ITW\WN 
[\IJQTQ\a\W\PMTWKSMZZWWU_PQKPPI[
JMMVQV\]ZUWQTNWZXI[\[MI[WV[
+PZQ[\QIV8WVLMZQ[QVIOWWLXTIKM
\W\ISMWV\PMUIV\TMIN\MZ5K6IJJ
TMI^M[<PMWNNMV[MTWWSML[PISaQV
\PMÅZ[\OIUM_Q\PUW[\XMWXTM]V[]ZM_PI\_I[OWQVOWV
*ZaIV\5KSQVVQMUILMUI\\MZ[
_WZ[M0M[PW_ML]X\W\ZIQVQVOKIUX
W^MZ_MQOP\IVLW]\WN [PIXM<PQ[
UMIV\\PI\\PM>QSQVO[ITZMILa[\IZ\ML
\PM[MI[WV_Q\PIVM_WNNMV[Q^MKWWZLQVI\WZY]IZ\MZJIKSIVLUQ[[QVOITMN\
\IKSTM[WLWV¼\M`XMK\\PMWNNMV[M\W
KTQKSZQOP\WNN \PMJI\
:MOIZLTM[[\PMWNNMV[M[MMU[\WJM
XTIaQVO_MTTKWV[QLMZQVO\PI\M^MV*QTT
5][OZI^MILUQ\\ML\PI\PM_W]TLVW\

807<7+7=:<-;A7.516;+7=<+75

<PM>QSQVO[¼ÅVITXZM[MI[WVOIUM_QTTJMIOIQV[\\PM0W][\WV<M`IV[
I\5ITTWN )UMZQKIÅMTL

JMIJTM\WQUXTMUMV\\PMWNNMV[MPM
_IV\MLQV\PMTQ\\TM\QUMPMPIL<PM
>QSQVO[PI^MTWWSMLJM\\MZQVMIKP
[]KKM[[Q^MOIUMTMILQVO]X\W\PM
ZMO]TIZ[MI[WV?Q\P_PQ\\TMLLW_V
_QLMZMKMQ^QVOKZWX[\PMaPI^MXTIaML
^MZa_MTT
*QTT5][OZI^MPI[JMMVKITTQVO\PMXTIa[_MTT[WNIZ?Q\P^MZa
_MTTLM[QOVMLXTIa[\PMVM_JTWKSQVO
[KPMUMPI[XIQLLQ^QLMVL[NWZ)LZQIV
8M\MZ[WV_PWPI[TWWSMLTQSMIUIV
XW[[M[[ML1N aW]PIXXMV\WOM\\PM
V]UJMZWVMXQKSQVaW]ZNIV\I[a
NWW\JITTLZIN\XQKSQVO8M\MZ[WV_QTT
LMÅVQ\MTaJMI[WTQLKPWQKM
<PMLMNMV[MWV\PMW\PMZPIVL
Q[ILQNNMZMV\[\WZaITT\WOM\PMZ<PM
>QSQVO[VMML\WOMVMZI\MXZM[[]ZMWV
\PMY]IZ\MZJIKS<PMXZM[[]ZMUISM[
Q\MI[QMZNWZ\PMKWZVMZJIKS[\WLW
\PMQZRWJ
)OIQV[\\PM+W_JWa[\PM>QSQVO[
NIQTML\WOMVMZI\MIVaXZM[[]ZMIVL
<WVa:WUW\WWSPQ[\QUMLQ[[MK\QVO
\PMLMNMV[M1N _MIZM\W_QVIOIQV[\
\PMUWZM\ITMV\MLXI[[QVO\MIU[_M
VMML\WJMIJTM\WX]\[\ZWVOXZM[[]ZM
WV\PMY]IZ\MZJIKS_PQKP_I[[ILTa
UQ[[QVONZWU\PMOIUM\WLIa
<PM>QSQVO[_MZMIJTM\W[\WX\PM

Z]VKWV[Q[\MV\TaIOIQV[\\PM;MIPI_S[
IVL\PM+W_JWa[1\_I[WVMWN \PM
Y]M[\QWVUIZS[OWQVOQV\WNZMMIOMVKa
_PMV>QSQVO[LMKQLML\WK]\8I\\
?QTTQIU[NZWU\PMTQVM]XIVLTW[\:Ia
-L_IZL[\WNZMMIOMVKa1\ZMUIQV[\W
JM[MMV_PW_QTTZMXTIKM\PM\_WWV
\PMLMNMV[Q^MTQVM
<PMKWZVMZJIKSXW[Q\QWVQ[_PMZM
1PI^MUWZMWN IXZWJTMU)V\WQVM
?QVÆQMTLQ[OM\\QVOWTLIVL_Q\P+MLZQK/ZQNÅVQVR]ZaTI[\[MI[WVVWJWLa
[MMU[\WPI^M\PM\ITMV\\W[\IZ\JMPQVL\PMUWV\PMLMX\PKPIZ\5IVa
WN \PMZMXTIKMUMV\[IZMVW\UMI[]ZQVO]X\W\PMM`XMK\I\QWV[UISQVO\PQ[
[MI[WVI\W]OPWVM
1_W]TLPWXM\PI\\PM>QSQVO[
KWUM]X_Q\PI_QVVQVOZMKWZLQV
\PQ[[MI[WVJ]\\PI\¼[I\ITTWZLMZ<PM
8IKSMZ[TWWSQVUQL[MI[WVNWZUIVL
QN QVR]ZQM[KW]TLV¼\[\WX\PMUTI[\aMIZ
VW\U]KP_QTT\PQ[aMIZ<PM4QWV[IZM
TWWSQVOTQSMIU]KPJM\\MZ\MIU\PIV
JMNWZMIVLQ\_W]TLV¼\JMI[]ZXZQ[MQN 
\PMaOW\M^MVJM\\MZ\PQ[aMIZ
4I[\Ta\PM*MIZ[_PW_WV\PM
LQ^Q[QWVTI[\aMIZ_QTTJM\W]OP\WJMI\
)TT1KIV[IaQ[NWW\JITT[MI[WVQ[
PMZM5Ia\PMJM[\\MIU_QV
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Husky soccer beats CSB 1-0 Sunday
A PHOTO STORY BY
BIGYA PRADHAN

Huskies’ Chelsey Permenter goes head-to-head with Blazers’ Sami Meyman for the ball.

Huskies’ Sarah Clapp swings for a goal while a Blazers player gets ready to
block.

Husky goalkeeper Kenzie Hanzlik stops an attempted goal from Blazer Stephanie Gibbs.

The Huskies celebrate after making a goal against the Blazers.
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Kyle Davis, one of the 16 invited skaters, placed within the top 10 and will be skating at the barge in St. Paul.

Skateboarders battle for the barge
On Saturday, the Youth Shelter Supply invited 16 skaters to compete
in “The Battle For the Barge,” at the St. Cloud Skate Plaza. The top 10
ÅVITQ[\[_QTTJMQV^Q\ML\W[SI\MI\\PMJIZOML]ZQVO\PM5Q[[Q[[QXXQ/ZQVL
QV5QVVMIXWTQ[
7N \PM[SI\MZ[4]SM0IUX\WV_WVÅZ[\XTIKM_Q\P5I\\8IZSMZ
coming in second and Austin Lee placing third.
<PM\WX\PZMM_QVVMZ[OM\\PMWXXWZ\]VQ\a\WKWUXM\MI\\PM5Q[[Q[[QXXQ /ZQVL _PMZM _QVVMZ[ WN  \PI\ KWUXM\Q\QWV _QTT PI^M I KPIVKM \W
KWUXM\MIOIQVQV6M_7ZTMIV[
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Tyler Henderson, more popularly known as ‘Hippie Hair,’ competed at the
event.

2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Andy Conrad warms up for the main event.

2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Michael Gerberding was one of the 16 skaters invited to compete for the Battle
for the Barge.

2=63)1<-70;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Winners of the competition may go on to eventually compete in New Orleans.
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Huskies enjoy the lake one more time
Molly Willms
MANAGING EDITOR

Huskies enjoyed the last
few days of summer on Saturday while participating in
Huskies at the Lake at Lake
George.
The event, which was
a collaboration between
Outdoor Endeavors, Intramural Sports, Group Fitness
and Residential Life, saw
hundreds of student and
community guests.
“It originally was supposed to be like a Campus
Rec student leadership
thing, because we have
about 250 student employees at Campus Rec,”
said Ivan Bartha, the
coordinator for experiential
programming at Campus
Recreation. “But we just
extended the invitation to
the rest of the Student Life
folks.”
Outdoor Endeavors
was responsible for renting
out various watercraft to
students for free.
“We’re in charge of giving out free rentals on our
boats: paddle-boats, canoes,
kayaks, stand-up paddle
boards,” said Cory Mooney,
an Outdoor Endeavors

student worker.
The boat rental service
is something that Outdoor
Endeavors offers all summer at Lake George.
“Labor Day is when we
shut down out here, so it’s
kind of going to quiet down
out here, which will be nice
for us,” Bartha said. “We’re
kind of tired after a long
summer.”
This program was taken
on by Outdoor Endeavors
only a few years ago.
“Basically this was a
service that was going to die
otherwise, the city wasn’t
going to do it,” Bartha
said. “That’s why we were
approached about taking it
over.”
In October, the city will
meet with the university
about another three-year
contract for this service.
This event was possible
in part because construction
that had been underway
I\4ISM/MWZOMQ[ÅVITTa
complete.
“Basically what happened was the Rotary
Club took a 15-year plan
for Lake George and got it
done in three years. It was
a lot of private fundraising
and whatnot,” Bartha said.
“We have water, we have

5744A?1445;;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Jon Madden walks the slack line in Eastman Park
during the Huskies at the Lake event Saturday night.

5744A?1445;;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Students tour Lake George in paddle-boats, canoes, kayaks and standing paddle boards.

no porta-potties anymore,
the roads aren’t ripped up,
there’s no construction
fencing. I mean, it’s done.”
As a result, Lake George
and Eastman Park have
extensive green space, a
functioning boat launch, a
new fountain, benches, two
walking and biking trails
and several balcony-type
areas that overlook the lake.
“A lot of these students
walking in have no idea
what this place looked like
Å^MaMIZ[IOW1\_I[SQVL
WN IL]UXÅ^MaMIZ[IOWº
Bartha said.
While Outdoor Endeavors rented boats and supervised a “slack-line” (much
like a tight-rope fastened
to two trees), Intramural
Sports hosted bean-bag toss
and ladder golf games.
Group Fitness hosted a
strength challenge involving
swinging two heavy ropes
as long as possible. The
winner by over 15 minutes,
Matt Goch, swung the
ropes for 30 minutes.
Residential Life served
popcorn and cotton
candy and assisted Outdoor
Endeavors with a s’moremaking station. They also
hosted an “adopt a duck”
prize giveaway.
Students living in the
residence halls were encouraged to come by community advisers and staff.
Many hall directors and
other Residential Life staff
were running events and
mingling with students.
But the visitor list wasn’t

restricted to those who
frequent Halenbeck Hall
or live in the dorms. Senior
Jummy Thomas was there
with a group of her friends.
“Actually, we didn’t
know anything was going on, we just came out,”
Thomas said.
“For new students, freshmen especially, meeting
VM_XMWXTMQ[LMÅVQ\MTa
important,” Thomas said.
“It’s not too busy right now,
since we just started, so it’s
the time to have fun right
now.”
The event is the summer
equivalent of a winter spirit
event that will be hosted by
Campus Recreation at Lake
George.
“We’ll probably have a
pond hockey tournament,
we’re probably going to
bring the snow kites out

and do some snow kiting
demos,” Bartha said.
All winter long, Outdoor Endeavors also runs
the ice-skating rink at Lake
George.
The event planners
hoped to get students
interested not just in their
individual offerings but in
the community as a whole.
“Obviously a lot of
people make it down that
way,” Bartha said, pointing
downtown to where many
local bars are located, “but
a lot of people don’t make
it down this way.”
“Part of it is just getting
people down here. They’re
part of a community,
they’re not just part of the
campus community, and I
think that that’s real important, that they see what’s
available here.”

“Just trying to get kids
down and doing something
fun,” Mooney said. “It’s a
good way to spend a Saturday night, especially a nice,
sunny one.”
Bartha also said he
hopes to inform professors
about the opportunities
for study through Campus Recreation activities,
[XMKQÅKITTaI\\PMVM_4ISM
George.
“It’s really turned into
this nice centerpiece for the
community, and it’s cool
that we’re a part of it.”
“It’s really turned into
this nice centerpiece for the
community, and it’s cool
that we’re a part of it.”

5744A?1445;;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Community member Sean roasts marshmallows at the s’mores bar.
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Theis honored for athletics, volunteer work
Ahmed Warraich
ATHLETE PROFILE

Last year the Huskies had a very good
run in football, making it all the way to the
playoffs. They won against their opponents
QV\PMÅZ[\ZW]VLJ]\TW[\\W\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a
of Minnesota Duluth in the second round.
=5,_MV\WV\W_QV\PM[\I\M\W]ZVIUMV\
A part of the team’s performance was
due to the play of the offensive line, with
Matt Theis playing right offensive tackle.
Originally from Eden Valley, a town

807<7+7=:<-;A7.0=;3A)<04-<1+;

Theis credits his coaches with much
of his and the team’s success.

southwest of St. Cloud, Theis considers
himself a small-town guy.
Theis grew up playing football in high
school. He played offensive line when
he was in high school but also played on
defense.
<PMQ[KIUM\W;+;=JMKI][MWN \PM
quality of the business school and proximity to his hometown. He also was interested
JMKI][MWN \PMI\PTM\QK[XZWOZIUI\;+;=
When asked about how he did last
[MI[WV_PMVWV\PMÅMTLPM[IQLPM\PW]OP\
PMLQLÅVMILLQVO¹1_I[PIXXa_Q\P\PM
way I played. Obviously there always things
that you wish you could have done better,
but helping the team get to the playoffs and
playing at the level that we played was really exciting.”
Theis also said that as far as the conference was concerned all the teams are tough
teams and have really good defenses; no
team is easy to play against.
He said he’d rather give the credit to his
coaches for their thorough preparation.
“I think the coaches do a very good job
preparing us for the game,” Theis said.
“We are always prepared always know what
the defenses are going to bring.”
When asked about his biggest motivation this year, Theis pointed to the loss at

the hands of the Bulldogs in the playoffs.
¹1\PQVS\PM=5,OIUMQV\PMXTIaWNN[
was motivation for everyone this summer to
come that close to our conference rival that
we played twice last year,” Theis said.
For now, he is looking at the schedule
one game at a time, with their next game
JMQVOIOIQV[\+ITQNWZVQI=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 
Pennsylvania.
Theis was recently nominated for the
2011 Allstate American Football Coaches
Association (AFCA) Good Works Team. He
was nominated for his volunteer work in
the community.
Theis said he was very excited about
the award because it showed that he was
recognized for the things that he had done
WNN \PMÅMTL
He also had praise for the coaches, who
would put his studies before practice, and
the athletics program, which he credits with
making him a better student and teaching
him the value of time management.
When asked about his predictions for
\PMÅZ[\OIUM\PQ[[MI[WVPMLMKTQVMLIVL
just said, “It will be a good game.”
<PM0][SQM[_QTTXTIa\PMQZÅZ[\PWUM
OIUMIOIQV[\+WVKWZLQI=VQ^MZ[Q\aWV
Sept. 10 at the Husky stadium.
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Offensive lineman Matt Theis was
recently nominated for the Allstate
American Football Coaches Association Good Works team.

